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Abstract
In the present article, we study the expressive power of higher-order logics on ﬁnite relational structures or databases. First, we
give a characterization of the expressive power of the fragments i
j
and i
j
, for each i1 and each number of alternations of
quantiﬁer blocks j. Then, we get as a corollary the expressive power of HOi for each order i2. From our results, as well as from
the results of R. Hull and J. Su, it turns out that no higher-order logic can be complete. Even if we consider the union of higher-order
logics of all natural orders, i.e.,
⋃
i2HOi , we still do not get a complete logic. So, we deﬁne a logic which we call variable order
logic (VO) which permits the use of untyped relation variables, i.e., variables of variable order, by allowing quantiﬁcation over
orders. We show that this logic is complete, though even non-recursive queries can be expressed in VO. Then we deﬁne a fragment
of VO and we prove that it expresses exactly the class of r.e. queries. We ﬁnally give a characterization of the class of computable
queries through a fragment of VO, which is undecidable.
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1. Introduction
Finite model theory [5,13] has gained a position of central relevance as a theoretical framework for database theory.
In relational database theory, one of the central problems is the study of the computation power of different logics
which are built as different sorts of extensions to ﬁrst-order logic (FO), or equivalently, relational calculus, used as
computation models for the expression of queries to relational databases. In a more pure logical setting, that problem is
regarded as the expressibility of different logics in ﬁnite model theory. That is, given a certain logic we may study which
classes of ﬁnite structures of a relational signature which are closed under isomorphisms, and which are recursive, can
be ﬁnitely axiomatized in that logic. This is equivalent to study which is the class of Boolean queries which can be
expressed in that logic. In a similar way, by using the notion of global predicate from [9], we can study which recursive
global predicates can be expressed in a given logic, which in turn is equivalent to study the expressibility of a logic
as to non-Boolean queries. The most typical way of characterizing the expressive power of a given logic is by means
of classes of queries, or global predicates, deﬁned in terms of the time or space complexity of their evaluation. This
approach gave rise to what is known as descriptive complexity.
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The weakness of FO as a query language is well known [13]. Queries as simple as transitive closure and parity
(of the size of the domain of a database) have been proved to be not expressible in FO. Hence, different variations of
constructions have been studied as a means to build logics more expressive than FO. We can think mainly in three
sorts of extensions, which we may consider as dimensions deﬁning a space where we can locate the different logics
and picture their relative expressive power. One dimension corresponds to the addition to a given logic, of a quantiﬁer
which is not expressible in that logic. In that way quantiﬁers such as transitive closure, different variations of ﬁxpoints,
counters, cardinality quantiﬁers, etc., have been broadly studied. In the perspective of descriptive complexity, among
other results, it is known that, on ordered structures, FO captures NLOGSPACE when equipped with the transitive
closure quantiﬁer, PTIME when equipped with the inﬂationary ﬁxpoint quantiﬁer, and PSPACE when equipped with
the non-inﬂationary ﬁxpoint quantiﬁer. A very important trend which generalizes the idea behind that dimension, is
the notion of generalized Lindström quantiﬁer (see [5]).
A second dimension corresponds to allowing formulae in the given logic to be of inﬁnite length, getting logics such
as the inﬁnitary logic L∞. This logic is complete, i.e., every computable query, or recursive global relation, can be
expressed with a L∞ formula. Moreover, even non-recursive queries can be expressed with formulae in that logic.
Note that a logic which has been deﬁned with extensions corresponding to the two ﬁrst dimensions is the well-known
inﬁnitary logic with counting quantiﬁers C∞ [5].
Finally in our picture, we can think of a third dimension, which corresponds to allowing variables in the formulae
to be of a higher order. In that dimension, second-order logic (SO) has been heavily studied. In SO we can quantify
variables which range over sets, or relations, instead of ranging over elements of the domain of the database. A seminal
result of R. Fagin is the characterization of 11 (i.e., the existential fragment of SO) as the class of queries whose
complexity of evaluation is NP [7], and in [18] it was proved that full SO captures the polinomial time hierarchy (PH).
However, it seems that higher-order logics beyond SO, have not been much studied in the context of ﬁnite model theory
or database theory. We think that it is quite important to clearly understand the exact impact of rising the order of
variables in logics as to their expressive power, aiming to have a more clear picture in the three-dimensional space
described above.
In the present article, we study the expressive power of higher-order logics on ﬁnite relational structures or databases.
First, we give a characterization of the expressive power of the fragments ij and
i
j , for each i1 (i.e., for all orders,
starting in second-order logic) and each number of alternations of quantiﬁer blocks j0. Then we get as a corollary
the expressive power of HOi for each order i2. Note that the two hierarchies ij and ij , are known to be strict in
the superscript. However, it is an open problem whether they are also strict in the subscript, though it is commonly
believed that they are. This problem is related to the strictness of the polynomial hierarchy.
In [16], among other results, Leivant gives a characterization of each higher-order logic, i.e., (HOi , for each i2) in
terms of hierarchies of relativized complexity classes whose oracles belong to NEXPTIME. No explicit proof is given,
though, and furthermore, our results differ from Leivant’s.
In our characterization NP oracles are used, instead of NEXPTIME, and it seems that exponential oracles are
too powerful, since in the hierarchies the exponential bound “explodes" making the length of the corresponding
computations too big to be encoded in a relation of a given ﬁxed order. See Remark 3 and the proof of Theorem 5. So,
we present our proofs with a rather detailed analysis of the sizes of higher-order relations of any order, and of the sizes
of instantaneous descriptions and length of computations.
In [12], the expressive power and complexity of different subsets and variations of the complex object calculus is
studied. A generalized calculus is deﬁned (CALCk,i) where variables of different heights can be used. This calculi are
quite similar to higher-order logics, though they are deﬁned in a slightly different way. Among other results, some
separation results are obtained between levels of exponential hierarchies deﬁned in terms of time and space complexity,
and the expressive power of ﬁnite-order logic (i.e.,⋃i2 HOi) is characterized. The authors give also lower-bounds
and upper-bounds in terms of time and space complexity, for each level i in CALC0,i . The expressive power of higher-
order logic for each order is however not studied there. We get their separation results as straightforward corollaries of
our main theorem (see Section 3.5).
In [15], though a different logic is studied, it has some similarity with higher-order logics as we deﬁned them.
Among other results which are not related to our work, they get a separation among existential (universal) frag-
ments for each pair of consecutive orders. These results can be also obtained as corollaries of our main theorem
(see Section 3.5).
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From our results, as well as from the results in [12], it turns out that no higher-order logic can be complete. Even if
we consider the union of higher-order logics of all natural orders, i.e.,
⋃
i2 HOi , we still do not get a complete logic.
Then we deﬁne a logic which we call variable order logic (VO) which permits the use of untyped relation variables,
i.e., variables of variable order, by allowing quantiﬁcation over orders. We show that this logic is complete, and that it
also can express non-recursive queries.
In the spirit of the untyped queries of [3,19] and the metaﬁnite models of [8], we add the set of natural numbers as
second domain in all ﬁnite structures. Order variables in VO range over elements of that inﬁnite second domain.
We deﬁne the fragment VOb∀ of VO, where we restrict the universal quantiﬁcation of order variables to be bounded,
i.e., of the form ∀ij (), where i, j are order variables, and we prove that it expresses exactly the class of r.e. queries.
Finally, we give a characterization of the class of computable queries as the queries which can be expressed by formulae
in the two respective fragments, VOb∀ and VOb∃, which is undecidable.
Ref. [10] is an extended abstract of the present article.
2. Preliminaries
As usual [5,1], we regard a relational database schema, as a relational signature, and a database instance or simply
database as a ﬁnite structure of the corresponding signature. If A is a database or structure of some schema , we denote
its domain as dom(A). If R is a relation symbol in  of arity r, for some r1, we denote as RA the (second-order)
relation of arity r which interprets the relation symbol R in A, with the usual notion of interpretation. We denote as B
the class of ﬁnite -structures, or databases of schema .
In this paper, we consider total queries only. Let  be a schema, let r1, and let R be a relation symbol of arity r.
A computable query of arity r and schema  [3], is a total recursive function qr :B → B〈R〉 which preserves
isomorphisms such that for every database A of schema , dom(q(A)) ⊆ dom(A). A Boolean query is a 0-ary
query. We denote the class of computable queries of schema  as CQ, and CQ = ⋃ CQ. We use the notion of
a logic in a general sense. A formal deﬁnition would only complicate the presentation and is unnecessary for our
work. As usual in ﬁnite model theory, we regard a logic as a language, that is, as a set of formulas (see [5]). We
only consider signatures, or vocabularies, which are purely relational, and for simplicity we do not allow constant
symbols. We consider ﬁnite structures only. Consequently, the notion of satisfaction, denoted as , is related to only
ﬁnite structures. By (x1, . . . , xr ) we denote a formula of some logic whose free variables are exactly {x1, . . . , xr}. If
(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ L, A ∈ B, a¯k = (a1, . . . , ak) is a k-tuple over A, let A(x1, . . . , xk)[a1, . . . , ak] denote that  is
true, when interpreted by A, under a valuation v where for 1 ik v(xi) = ai . Then we consider the set of all such
valuations as follows:
A = {(a1, . . . , ak) : a1, . . . , ak ∈ dom(A) ∧ A(x1, . . . , xk)[a1, . . . , ak]}.
That is, A is the relation deﬁned by  in the structure A, and its arity is given by the number of free variables in .
Formally, we say that a formula (x1, . . . , xk) of signature , expresses a query q of schema , if for every database
A of schema , is q(A) = A. Similarly, a sentence  expresses a Boolean query q if for every database A of schema
, is q(A) = true iff A.
3. Characterization of higher-order logics
3.1. Syntax of higher-order logics
For every i2, in the alphabet of a higher-order logic of order i, HOi , besides the usual logical and punctuation
symbols, we have a countably inﬁnite set of individual variables, and for every arity, and for every order 2j i, a
countably inﬁnite set of relation variables. We use calligraphic letters like X and Y for relation variables, and lower
case letters like x and y for individual variables.
Let  be a relational vocabulary. We deﬁne the set of atomic formulae on the vocabulary  as follows:
(1) If R is a relation symbol in  of arity r, for some r1, and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, then R(x0, . . . ,
xr−1) is an atomic formula.
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(2) If x and y are individual variables, then x = y is an atomic formula.
(3) If X is a relation variable of order 2, and of arity r, for some r1, and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, then
X (x0, . . . , xr−1) is an atomic formula.
(4) IfX is a relation variable of order j, for some 3j i, and of arity r, for some r1, and Y0, . . . ,Yr−1 are relation
variables of order j − 1, and of arity r, then X (Y0, . . . ,Yr−1) is an atomic formula.
(5) If X ,Y are relation variables of the same order and of the same arity, then X = Y is an atomic formula.
(6) Nothing else is an atomic formula.
Note that we have used the relation symbol = also with pairs of relation variables. That symbol, though, is not
interpreted actually in any given structure. We use it with the straightforward extension of equality in the domain of the
structure, to equality in the set of relations of every arity and of every order in the domain of the structure (see below
in Section 3.2).
We deﬁne the set of well-formed formulae as follows:
(1) An atomic formula is a well-formed formulae.
(2) If , are well-formed formulae, then the following are also well-formed formulae: (¬), ( ∧ ), ( ∨ ).
(3) If  is a well-formed formulae, and x is an individual variable, then the following are also well-formed formulae:
∃x(), ∀x().
(4) If  is a well-formed formulae, and X is a relation variable, then the following are also well-formed formulae:
∃X (), ∀X ().
(5) Nothing else is a well-formed formula.
The use of a relation variable in a formula as a free variable is not permitted. Hence, the only variables whichmay appear
as free variables in a formula are the individual variables. We impose these restriction because we use higher-order
logics to express computable queries on relational databases. Letting a relation variable be free in a formula would
certainly make sense, but it would be out of the scope of the present work.
3.2. Semantics of higher-order logics
Let r1. A second-order relation of arity r is a relation in the classical sense, i.e., a set of r-tuples of elements of
the domain of a given structure. For an arbitrary i3, a relation of order i of arity r or an ith-order relation of arity
r is a set of r-tuples of relations of order i − 1. In general by higher-order relations we mean relations of order i, for
some i2. W.l.o.g., and for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the arity of a higher-order relation is propagated
downwards, i.e., the relations of order i − 1 which form the r-tuples for a relation of order i, are themselves of arity r,
and so on, all the way down to the second-order relations, which are also of arity r.
Note that we could also allow relations of order < i − 1 to form r-tuples for relations of order i. Again, for the sake
of simplicity, and w.l.o.g., we choose not to do so.
Intuitively, we can think of relations of order i, with i2, deﬁned over a given structure A, as ordered trees of height
i − 1, where the root represents the given relation, and where for every 1j i − 2, each node of depth j represents
an r-tuple of relations of order i − j . The descendants of a node which corresponds to an r-tuple of relations of order
j, (R0, . . . ,Rr−1), are built as the concatenation of r sequences of r-tuples of relations of order j − 1, which are the
contents of the different relations which form the r-tuple (R0, . . . ,Rr−1), and the leaves of the tree represent elements
of the structure A. We deﬁne the size of a relation R, denoted as sz(R) as the number of leaves in the corresponding
tree.
We can now deﬁne the semantics for higher-order logics.
Let  be a relational vocabulary. A valuation v on a -structure A, is a function which assigns to each individual
variable x an element in dom(A), and to each relation variable X of order j, for some 2j i, and of arity r, for some
r1, a relation of order j and of arity r on dom(A). Let v0, v1 be two valuations on a -structure A, and let V be a
variable of whichever kind, we say that v0 and v1 are V -equivalent if they coincide in every variable of whichever
kind, with the possible exception of variable V . We also use the notion of equivalence w.r.t. sets of variables. Let A be
a -structure, and let v be a valuation on A. Next, we deﬁne inductively the notion of satisfaction in HOi :
(1) A, v R(x0, . . . , xr−1),
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where R is a relation symbol in  of arity r, for some r1, and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, iff the r-tuple
(v(x0), . . . , v(xr−1)) belongs to the (second-order) relation RA.
(2) A, v X (x0, . . . , xr−1),
where X is a relation variable of order 2 and of arity r, for some r1, and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables,
iff the r-tuple (v(x0), . . ., v(xr−1)) belongs to the second-order relation v(X ).
(3) A, v X (Y0, . . . ,Yr−1),
where X is a relation variable of order j, for some 3j i, and of arity r, for some r1, and Y0, . . . ,Yr−1 are
relation variables of order j − 1 and of arity r, iff the r-tuple of relations of order j − 1, (v(Y0), . . . , (v(Yr−1))
belongs to the relation of order j v(X ).
(4) A, v  x = y,
where x, y are individual variables, iff v(x) = v(y).
(5) A, v X = Y,
where X ,Y are relation variables of order j, for some 2j i, and of arity r, for some r1, iff v(X ) = v(Y),
i.e., v assigns to the two relation variables the same relation of order j and of arity r on dom(A).
(6) A, v ¬,
where  is a well-formed formula, iff it is not the case that A, v .
(7) A, v  ∧ ,
where , are well-formed formulae, iff A, v  and A, v .
(8) A, v  ∨ ,
where , are well-formed formulae, iff either A, v  or A, v , or both hold.
(9) A, v  ∃x(),
where x is an individual variable and  is a well-formed formula, iff there is a valuation v′, which is x-equivalent
to v, such that A, v′ .
(10) A, v ∀x(),
where x is an individual variable and  is a well-formed formula, iff for every valuation v′, which is x-equivalent
to v, A, v′ .
(11) A, v  ∃X (),
where X is a relation variable, and  is a well-formed formula, iff there is a valuation v′, which is X -equivalent
to v, such that A, v′ .
(12) A, v ∀X (),
where X is a relation variable, and  is a well-formed formula, iff for every valuation v′, which is X -equivalent
to v, A, v′ .
We deﬁne next a function which will be used later.
Let f (n) be a function deﬁned in the set of natural numbers. Then we deﬁne exp(0, f (n)) = f (n), and for i1
exp(i, f (n)) = 2exp(i−1,f (n)).
That is, exp(i, f (n)) is a hyper-exponential function, which is deﬁned as a stack of i exponents 2, and then f (n) as the
topmost exponent.
Remark 1. Let r1, let i2, and let R be a relation of order i and of arity r. Let n be the size of the structure where
the relations are deﬁned. By the way in which we deﬁned higher-order relations, the following facts are straightforward:
(1) Maximum cardinality of a relation:
(a) If i = 2, i.e., if R is a second-order relation, then |R|nr .
(b) If i = 3, i.e., if R is a third-order relation, then |R|2r·nr .
(c) In general, if i2, i.e., if R is an ith-order relation, then |R| = O(exp(i − 2, nr)).
(2) Number of different relations:
(a) If i = 2, i.e., R is a second-order relation, |{R : R is a second-order relation on A}| = 2nr .
(b) If i = 3, i.e., R is a third-order relation, |{R : R is a third-order relation on A}| = 22r·nr .
(c) In general, if i2, i.e., R is an ith-order relation, |{R : R is an ith-order relation on A}| = O(exp(i − 1, nr)).
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(3) Number of different r-tuples of relations:
(a) If i = 2, i.e.,R1, . . . ,Rr are second-order relations, |{(R1, . . . ,Rr ) : R1, . . . ,Rr are second-order relations
on A}| = 2r·nr .
(b) If i = 3, i.e., R1, . . . ,Rr are third-order relations, |{(R1, . . . ,Rr ) : R1, . . . ,Rr are third-order relations on
A}| = 2r·2r·nr .
(c) In general, if i2, i.e.,R1, . . . ,Rr are ith-order relations, |{(R1, . . . ,Rr ) : R1, . . . ,Rr are ith-order relations
on A}| = O(exp(i − 1, nr)).
(4) Maximum size of a relation, i.e., maximum number of leaves in the tree of the relation:
(a) If i = 2, i.e., R is a second-order relation,
sz(R)r · nr .
(b) If i = 3, i.e., R is a third-order relation,
sz(R)r2 · nr · 2r·nr ,
i.e.,
sz(R) = O(2nr ).
(c) In general, if i2, i.e., R is an ith-order relation,
sz(R) = O(exp(i − 2, nr)).
3.3. Normal form for higher-order formulae
Let i, j1, as it is usual in classical Logic we denote by ij the class of formulae  ∈ HOi+1 of the form
∃X11 . . . ∃X1s1∀X21 . . .∀X2s2∃X31 . . . ∃X3s3 . . .QXj1 . . .QXjsj (),
where  ∈ HOi , Q is either ∃ or ∀, depending on whether j is odd or even, respectively, and for k1 it is sk1. That
is, ij is the class of HO
i+1 formulae with j − 1 alternations of quantiﬁers blocks of variables of order i + 1, starting
with an existential quantiﬁer.
Similarly, we denote by ij the class of formulae  ∈ HOi+1 of the form
∀X11 . . .∀X1s1∃X21 . . . ∃X2s2∀X31 . . .∀X3s3 . . .QXj1 . . .QXjsj (),
where  ∈ HOi , Q is either ∀ or ∃, depending on whether j is odd or even, respectively, and for k1 it is sk1. That
is,ij is the class of HO
i+1 formulae with j − 1 alternations of quantiﬁers blocks of variables of order i + 1, starting
with an universal quantiﬁer.
We say that the formula  is in generalized Skolem normal form, or GSNF if it belongs to either ij orij , for some
i, j1.
Note that, unfortunately, in the notations ij and 
i
j the index i denotes the order i + 1.
The following lemma is well known. We include a sketch of a proof for clariﬁcation.
Lemma 2 (folklore). For every i2, and for every formula  ∈ HOi there is a formula ˆ ∈ HOi which is in GSNF
and which is equivalent to .
Proof. It is well known that GSNF holds for SO logic, where it is known as SNF. For the general case, given a formula
 ∈ HOi for an arbitrary i3, we show how to build an equivalent formula ˆ in GSNF. First, note that all quantiﬁers
of every order can be pushed together towards the beginning of the formula by adding new variables of the proper
order as necessary, to deal with the case where the same variable is quantiﬁed more than once in the formula. What
we get in this way is a formula where all quantiﬁers of whichever order are grouped together at the beginning of the
formula, forming alternating blocks of consecutive existential or universal quantiﬁers. Yet the problem is that orders of
quantiﬁers might be mixed. Among the quantiﬁers of the same block, though, it is clearly possible to commute them
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so as to get those with the order i at the beginning of the block. But, we certainly cannot commute different quantiﬁers
without altering the meaning of the formula. What we can do is to raise the order of the quantiﬁers of order smaller
than i so that all quantiﬁers at the beginning of the formula are of order i, and they are then eventually followed by
quantiﬁers of lower order. We show next a way in which an equivalent formula where all the quantiﬁers are arranged
in that way can be built. We show here only the case of third-order logic, i.e., HO3. For other orders the process is
completely analogous.
(1) Let  ≡ ∀X∃Y((X,Y)), where X is a second-order variable, and Y a third-order variable.
Then we build ˆ as follows:
ˆ ≡ ∀X∃Y(∀S1∀S2(X (S1) ∧ X (S2) → ∀x¯(S1(x¯) ↔ S2(x¯))) → ˆ(X ,Y)),
where the width of the tuple x¯ of ﬁrst-order variables is equal to the arity of the second-order variables S1 and S2.
To build ˆ, we replace in  every atom of the form T (. . . , X, . . .) by the subformula
∀X(X (X) → T (. . . , X, . . .))
and we replace in  every atom of the form X(. . . , x, . . .) by the subformula
∀X(X (X) → X(. . . , x, . . .))
and, ﬁnally, we replace in  every atom of the form X = t , for some term t, by the subformula
∀X(X (X) → X = t).
Note that X is the third-order variable which replaces the second-order variable X. What we added to  just says
we only consider valuations which assign to the third-order variable X third-order relations which contain only
1 element, i.e., only 1 second-order relation.
(2) Let  ≡ ∃X∀Y((X,Y)), where X is a second-order variable, and Y a third-order variable.
Then we build ˆ as follows:
ˆ ≡ ∃X∀Y(∀S1∀S2(X (S1) ∧ X (S2) → ∀x¯(S1(x¯) ↔ S2(x¯))) ∧ ˆ(X ,Y)),
where the width of the tuple x¯ of ﬁrst-order variables is equal to the arity of the second-order variables S1 and S2.
We build ˆ as in the previous case.
(3) Let  ≡ ∀x∃Y((x,Y)), where x is a ﬁrst-order variable, and Y a third-order variable.
Then we ﬁrst build ′ as follows:
′ ≡ ∀X∃Y((∀y∀z(X(y) ∧ X(z) → y = z)) → ˆ(X,Y)).
To build ˆ, we replace in  every atom of the form S(. . . , x, . . .) by the subformula
∀x(X(x) → S(. . . , x, . . .))
and we replace in  every atom of the form x = t , for some term t, by the subformula
∀x(X(x) → x = t).
Now, to build ˆ, note that′ is of the formwhich corresponds to the ﬁrst case, so thatwe can apply the transformation
explained in the ﬁrst case to ′, and we are done. Note that X is the second-order variable which replaces the ﬁrst-
order variable x. What we added to  just says we only consider valuations which assign to the second-order
variable X second-order relations which contain only 1 element. 
3.4. Expressibility of higher-order logics
Remark 3. In [16], besides other results which indeed are of high relevance, the author gives a characterization of the
expressive power of each higher-order logic (i.e., HOi , for each i2) in terms of hierarchies of relativized complexity
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classes whose oracles belong to NEXPTIME. He does not provide a proof, though, and furthermore, we think that his
results are not exactly correct. Let us consider by case his characterization of third-order logic, i.e., HO3. He claims
that HO3 is equivalent to what he calls the full exponential time hierarchy, deﬁned as E ∪ EE ∪ EEE ∪ . . . , where
E = ⋃c,k NTIME(cnk ). The length of a computation in an oracle machine in E is far beyond what can be encoded
in a third-order relation, since by Remark 1 the size of a third-order relation is O(2nO(1) ). As an example, let M be a
machine in the class EEE
E
, with oracle machines M1 in EEE , M2 in EE , and M3 in E, respectively. The length of a
computation of M on an input of size n is O(2nO(1) ), and so is the length of a query of M to M1. Then, the length of
a computation of M1 is O(22n
O(1)
), and so is the length of a query of M1 to M2. Hence, the length of a computation
of M2 is O(222
nO(1)
), and so is the length of a query of M2 to M3. Finally, the length of a computation of M3 is
O(222
2n
O(1)
). Hence, it is not possible to encode any arbitrary computation of none of the machines M1, M2, M3 in a
third-order relation.
The characterization ofHOi , for i4 given in the same article is not correct either for the same reason, and moreover
the corresponding hierarchies are not deﬁned.
The solution for the problem of the explosion of the sizes of the computations is to use oracle machines in NP
instead.
It seems that there is a sort of general agreement in that the characterization of Leivant is not correct. In ([14], remark
in p. 189), the author also clearly says so, and further he says that our characterization of HOi follows as a corollary
of the main result in his article [14, Theorem 5.6].
We deﬁne next the non-deterministic exponential hierarchy.
Deﬁnition 4. (1) For every i0, let
NEXPH0i =
⋃
c∈N
NTIME(exp(i,O(nc))).
(2) For every j1, let
NEXPHji = NEXPH0

p
j−1
i ,
where pj−1 is deﬁned as usual in the Polynomial Hierarchy (i.e., p0 = P , and pj = NP
p
j−1 , for j1, see [2]). That
is, NEXPHji is the class of non-deterministic Turing machines in the class NEXPH
0
i with an oracle in 
p
j−1.
For every i, j0, we denote as co−NEXPHji the class of classes of structures which are the complement of classes
of structures in NEXPHji . That is, a Boolean query q of certain signature  is in co − NEXPHji iff its complement,
q¯ = B − q, is in NEXPHji .
We ﬁrst give in Theorem 5 and Corollary 6, a characterization of the expressive power of the different fragments of
higher-order logics with complexity classes deﬁned considering only Turing machines which make at most one query
to their oracles. Then, in Theorem 7, we generalize the respective results with the consideration of Turing machines
which have no bounds in the number of queries to the oracles.
Theorem 5. Let  be a relational signature. Let the complexity classes NEXPHj−1i−1 , for every i, j1, be deﬁned taking
into consideration only Turing machines which make at most one query to an oracle in any computation. For every
i, j1, the classes of -structures which are ﬁnitely axiomatizable in ij are exactly those classes which belong to the
complexity class NEXPHj−1i−1 .
Proof. (a) ⇒: Let  be a formula of some relational signature  in the class ij , which is in GSNF. This is always
possible by Lemma 2. We can also think of  as a formula where all the quantiﬁers of (i + 1)th-order variables
are existential, and are grouped together at the beginning with an arbitrary number of interleaving negation symbols.
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This is clearly possible by the well-known relation between existential and universal quantiﬁers. We build next a
non-deterministic Turing machine M which evaluates  on input structures of signature .
The formula  is of the form
 ≡ ∃X1 . . . ∃Xs1(),
where X1, . . . ,Xs1 are relation symbols of order i + 1 and  is either a formula without quantiﬁers of order i + 1, or
the negation of a formula which starts with a block of existential quantiﬁers of order i + 1. W.l.o.g., let the arity of the
relation symbols X1, . . . ,Xs1 be r, for some r1.
Let A of signature  be the input structure to M. Let n be the size of (the domain of) A. The machine works as
follows:
(1) M writes in its work tape a list of all possible relations of order i and of arity r which can be deﬁned over the
structure A. By Remark 1, the number of different relations of order i is O(exp(i − 1, nr)), and each such relation
is of size O(exp(i−2, nr)). So, the process of writing the string of all such relations needs space O(exp(i−1, nr))
and time also O(exp(i − 1, nr)).
(2) M guesses a sequence of s1 relations of order i + 1 and of arity r, as possible values for the relation symbols
X1, . . . ,Xs1 , respectively. To do so, the machine writes a sequence of r sequences of indices, each index cor-
responding to one relation of order i in the list built in the previous step. Each such sequence of indices needs
space O(exp(i − 1, nr)), since by Remark 1 that is the maximum size of a relation of order i + 1. Hence, also the
non-deterministic time needed for this step is O(exp(i − 1, nr)).
(3) Now M evaluates the formula  substituting the guessed relations for the relation symbols X1, . . . ,Xs1 , respec-
tively. According what we said above regarding the formula , for its evaluation we have to consider two different
cases:
(a)  is a formula without quantiﬁers of order i + 1:
Then M evaluates  deterministically, which takes time polynomial in the length of the guessed relations of
order i +1. So, this step takes time (O(exp(i −1, nr)))c, for some constant c, which is still O(exp(i −1, nr ′)),
for some r ′.
Note that might have an arbitrary preﬁx of quantiﬁers for variables of order i, i.e., might belong, for some
j ′0, either to the class i−1
j ′ , or to the class
i−1
j ′ . However, to evaluate  we do not need to use oracles (as
we do in the second case, see below), because as the order of the quantiﬁed variables in  is at most i, we
can afford the time needed to evaluate the negation of an existential quantiﬁer deterministically as a universal
quantiﬁer, since by Remark 1 the number of different relations of order i is one exponent lower than the number
of different relations of order i + 1, i.e., it is O(exp(i − 1, nr ′)) instead of O(exp(i, nr ′)), for some r ′. And
as it is well-known NTIME(f (n)) ⊆ DTIME(2f (n)), for an arbitrary function f (n). So, the evaluation of the
formula  is done completely in a deterministic way, and still in time O(exp(i − 1, nr ′)), for some r ′.
(b)  is the negation of a formula which starts with a block of existential quantiﬁers of order i + 1:
Say,  ≡ ¬(∃Y1 . . . ∃Ys2(′)).
Then, M calls an oracle Turing machine M which evaluates the sub-formula ∃Y1 . . . ∃Ys2(′) over the
structure A extended with the relations of order i + 1 guessed by M. When M ends, the machine M
proceeds inverting the result of the computation of M. That is, M accepts the input structure A iff M
rejects its input.
The way in which the oracle machine M works is exactly the same as the way in which the original machine
M works. First, M guesses a sequence of s2 relations of order i + 1 and of arity r, as possible values for
the relation symbols Y1, . . . ,Ys2 , respectively. Then, M evaluates the formula ′ substituting the guessed
relations for the relation symbols Y1, . . . ,Ys2 , respectively. If in the quantiﬁer preﬁx of the sub-formula ′
there is a negation symbol before an existential quantiﬁer of order i + 1, then M calls in turn another oracle
Turing machine which will work like M and M.
This process is followed until there are no more negations before existential quantiﬁers of order i + 1 in the
remaining sub-formulae.
Note that the oracle machine M needs the same space and time as the original machine M, i.e., O(exp(i −
1, nr)), where n is the size of A, which is the input structure to the machine M. However, it is not necessary
for M to work in NTIME(exp(i − 1, nc)). We deﬁne M in such a way that it works in NTIME(nc).
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To evaluate , M needs to know the input structure A, as well as the values for the relation variables
X1, . . . ,Xs1 of order i + 1 which were guessed by the machine M. So, the input to the oracle machine M
is as follows: (a) the formula , which requires space O(1), (b) the input structure A, which requires space
O(n), and (c) the guessed values for the relations X1, . . . ,Xs1 , which requires space O(exp(i − 1, nr)) as seen
above. That is, the necessary space for the query to the oracle in the oracle tape is O(exp(i − 1, nr)).
Hence, if the oracle machineM works in polynomial time, it works actually inNTIME((O(exp(i−1, nr)))c),
where n is the size of A. Then an oracle in NP is enough.
As to the other oracle machines, which could eventually be called in turn by M or any other oracle machine
in the chain, the input in the oracle tape should be built in the same way, except for the input structure, which
should be extended with the guessed values for all the relation variables of order i + 1 which are quantiﬁed in
the preﬁx of the original formula , before the sub-formula which is to be evaluated by the given oracle. The
space required in the oracle tape, though, is still O(exp(i − 1, nr)).
So, we have got a non-deterministic Turing machine M which evaluates the ij formula  in time O(exp(i − 1, nr)),
and which calls a chain of oracle machines, each belonging to the class NP. Clearly, the depth of nesting of the chain
of successive calls to oracles is given by the number of negations which appear in the preﬁx of the formula , minus 1.
So, M is in the class NEXPHj−1i−1 .
(b) ⇐: Let M be a non-deterministic Turing machine in the class NEXPHj−1i−1 , for some i, j1, with c0 as the
constant exponent, and of some schema . We build a formula M which belongs to the class ij , and such that for
every  structure A, AM iff M halts in an accepting state on input A.
Let M1, . . . ,Mj−1 be the chain of oracle machines such that M1 is called by M, M2 is called by M1, . . . , and
Mj−1 is called by Mj−2. Let M1, . . . ,Mj−1 work in NP with c1, . . . , cj−1 as the respective constant exponents.
Informally, M says: there is a machine M, and there is an accepting computation CM of length exp(i − 1, nc0) of
M on input A, such that there is no machine M1, and accepting computation CM1 of length (exp(i − 1, nc0))c1 of
M1 on input A1, such that, . . . , such that there is no machine Mj−1, and accepting computation CMj−1 of length
(exp(i − 1, nc0))c1·c2·...·cj−1 , of Mj−1 on input Aj−1. Where A1, . . . ,Aj−1, are the input structure A extended with a
string such that the length of the structures A1,A2, . . . ,Aj−1, is bounded by exp(i − 1, nc0), (exp(i − 1, nc0))c1 , . . . ,
(exp(i − 1, nc0))c1·c2·...·cj−1 , respectively.
The way to encode that informal meaning in a predicate calculus formula is rather well known (see [13] or [19] for
details). We will focus on some details which we think are worthwhile to point out, and on those which are speciﬁc to
the case of higher-order logics.
An instantaneous description (ID) for each of the machines M, M1, . . . ,Mj−1, would take space exp(i − 1, nc),
since this is the time class inwhich all thosemachineswork.However, it is enough ifwe encode the IDs in an incremental
way, i.e., instead of encoding in each ID the contents of all the cells in the work tape and in the oracle tape, we encode
only the new symbol which is written in the given step of the computation. As we need to form sequences of IDs,
we encode an identiﬁer in each ID, by using tuples of elements from the domain of the input structure and deﬁning a
lexicographical order on those tuples. So, we use numbers on base n to encode identiﬁers. Regarding the respective
inputs to the oracle machines, in order to save space we do not include them in the initial IDs of their corresponding
computations. Instead, we link together the identiﬁers of the IDs of the machines which correspond to computation
steps in which a new symbol is written in their respective oracle tape. So that for every machine there is a chain of
IDs forming a computation, and also a sub-chain of IDs forming the input to the oracle which the given machine calls
(actually, the elements of the sub-chain are IDs which contain in a ﬁxed position the corresponding symbol of the input
to the oracle). This is possible because all our machines make at most only one call to an oracle, according to the
statement of the theorem.
So, for each of the machines M,M1, . . . ,Mj−1, each ID contains the following data (recall that the lengths of the
computations of all these machines are O(exp(i − 1, nc))):
(1) ID identiﬁer, of size O(log O(exp(i − 1, nc))) = O(exp(i − 2, nc)).
(2) Position of the head in input tape, of size O(log n) forM, and of size O(logO(exp(i−1, nc))) = O(exp(i−2, nr))
for M1, . . . ,Mj−1 (recall that the size of the input to all oracles in the chain is O(exp(i − 1, nc))).
(3) New state, of size O(1).
(4) Incremental work tape, i.e., new symbol written, and work tape head movement (left, right, none), of size O(1).
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(5) Incremental oracle tape, i.e., new symbol written, and oracle tape head movement (left, right, none), of size O(1).
(6) Identiﬁer of next ID where the input to the oracle is updated, of size O(exp(i − 2, nc)) (in the initial ID we encode
the identiﬁer of the ID where the query to the oracle starts being written).
Hence, the ID for each of the machines is of size O(exp(i − 2, nc)), so that by Remark 1, one relation of order
i is enough to encode it. As the computation of each machine is of length O(exp(i − 1, nc)), to encode it we need
space
O(exp(i − 1, nc)) · O(exp(i − 2, nc)) = O(exp(i − 1, nc))
which by Remark 1 can be encoded in a relation of order i + 1.
It is not hard to see that the length of the sequence of oracles M1, . . . ,Mj−1 gives the number of alternations
of quantiﬁer blocks of relation variables of order i + 1 in M, so that the formula is in ij . And it is also rather
straightforward that for every  structure A, AM iff M halts in an accepting state on input A. 
That is, the Boolean queries which are expressible by sentences in ij are exactly those which are computable by
non-deterministic Turing machines working in the time complexity class NEXPHj−1i−1 .
Corollary 6. Let  be a relational signature. Let the complexity classes NEXPHj−1i−1 , for every i, j1, be deﬁned
taking into consideration only Turing machines which make at most one query to an oracle in any computation. For
every i, j1, the classes of -structures which are ﬁnitely axiomatizable inij are exactly those classes which belong
to the complexity class co − NEXPHj−1i−1 .
Proof. (a) ⇒: Let  be a formula of some relational signature  in the class ij , which is in GSNF. Then, clearly
¬ ∈ ij , so that by Deﬁnition 4 the Boolean query expressed by  belongs to the class co − NEXPHj−1i−1 .
(b) ⇐: Let q be a Boolean query in the class co−NEXPHj−1i−1 , for some i, j1. Then, there is a non-deterministic
Turing machine Mq¯ which computes the complement of q, q¯, and which is in the class NEXPHj−1i−1 . By Theorem 5,
there is a formula q¯ which computes the query q¯, and which belongs to the class ij . Then, ¬q¯ expresses the query
q = B − q¯, and ¬q¯ ∈ ij . 
Now we can generalize the results from Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 to complexity classes deﬁned with Turing
machines which have no bounds in the number of queries to the oracles.
Theorem 7. Let  be a relational signature. Let the complexity classes NEXPHj−1i−1 , for every i, j1, be deﬁned
taking into consideration Turing machines which have no bound in the number of queries to an oracle. Then the
following holds:
(1) For every i, j1, the classes of -structures which are ﬁnitely axiomatizable in ij are exactly those classes which
belong to the complexity class NEXPHj−1i−1 .
(2) For every i, j1, the classes of -structures which are ﬁnitely axiomatizable inij are exactly those classes which
belong to the complexity class co − NEXPHj−1i−1 .
Proof. Let M be a non-deterministic Turing machine in the complexity class NEXPHj−1i−1 , for some i, j1, which
has no bound in the number of queries to its oracle. Let M1 be the oracle machine. We will show that there is a
non-deterministic Turing machine M′ in the same complexity class which is equivalent to M, and which asks only
one query to its oracle (which is not the same oracle M1, see below). The same strategy was already used in [18].
M′ ﬁrst guesses a sequence of oracle queries as well as their corresponding answers, and then proceeds as M,
except that every time that M would make a query to the oracle, M′ just takes the answer guessed for that query at the
beginning of the computation. Let us ﬁx an arbitrary computation of M′, and let the sequence of queries and answers,
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guessed by M′ on that computation, be as follows: qi1 , . . . , qir , with guessed answers yes, and qj1 , . . . , qjs , with
guessed answers no, for some positive integers r, s, and for some appropriate values for indices i1, . . . , ir , j1, . . . , js .
At the end of the computation, M′ must check that the sequence of guessed queries matches the sequence of the
real queries of M in the ﬁxed computation, and that the guessed answers for those queries coincide with the actual
answers from the oracle M1. If any of those conditions is not met, M′ should reject, otherwise it should accept. To
do that checking, M′ includes one copy of M′1 (i.e., the modiﬁed version of the oracle M1, see below), to check
that the guessed yes answer for the queries qi1 , . . . , qir is correct. Note that for those queries there is no real oracle
query in M′. It is not necessary to do so, because we “know” that those queries would be accepted by the oracle M′1.
As to the queries for which the guessed answer is no, qj1 , . . . , qjs , M′ does need to use the oracle. However, M′
should make just one query to its oracle. Then, M′ asks only one query to the oracle M′1, which is a sequence of the
queries qj1 , . . . , qjs , with a separator symbol # between any two consecutive queries: qj1# . . . #qjs . And M′ ends in
an accepting state if and only if the oracle M′1 rejects all the queries in the sequence qj1# . . . #qjs .
Correspondingly, the oracleM1 is modiﬁed to a new oracleM′1 in such a way that it processes a sequence of queries
separated by #, instead of a single query, rejecting the complete sequence iff it rejects each sub-query in the sequence.
That is, M′1 rejects the input sequence qj1# . . . #qjs , iff the processing of each of the queries qj1 , . . . , qjs , would end
in a rejecting state.
As to the second part of the theorem, by Deﬁnition 4 it is just a direct consequence of the ﬁrst part. 
Since for every i2,
HOi =
⋃
j0
(i−1j ∪i−1j )
the following result is immediate.
Corollary 8. Let  be a relational signature. For every i2, the classes of -structures which are ﬁnitely axiomatizable
in HOi are exactly those classes which belong to the complexity class
⋃
j0(NEXPH
j
i−2 ∪ co − NEXPHji−2).
3.5. Known results
The following well known and classical result, due to Fagin and Stockmeyer [7,18] can be obtained as a corollary to
Theorem 5 and Corollary 6.
Corollary 9 (Fagin [7] and Stockmeyer [18]). Let  be a relational signature. The classes of -structures which are
ﬁnitely axiomatizable in second-order logic are exactly the classes of -structures which are decidable in the polynomial
time hierarchy.
The following results from Hull and Su [12] and from Kuper and Vardi [15] can be obtained as straightforward
corollaries to Theorem 5 and Corollary 6. Note that the logic which we denote as HOi+1, for i1, in [12] is denoted
as CALC0,i .
The class of functions which can be computed in time bounded by exp(i, nc), for some i0, and for some natural
constant c is known as the class of Kalmar elementary functions (see [17]).
Corollary 10 (Hull and Su [12]). Let  be a relational signature. The classes of -structures which are ﬁnitely axiom-
atizable in
⋃
i2 HOi are exactly the classes of -structures which are decidable in DTIME(O(f (n))), where f (n) is
a Kalmar elementary function.
Corollary 11 (Hull and Su [12]). For every i2, HOi ⊂ HOi+1.
While the proof of the previous result in [12] (Theorem 5.1) is quite complicated, it is a natural and straightforward
consequence of our complexity characterization of HOi , together with the Time Hierarchy theorem (see [2], among
others).
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Corollary 12 (Hull and Su [12]). For every i2, the following holds:
(1) DTIME(O(exp(i − 2, nO(1)))) ⊆ HOi ⊆ DSPACE(O(exp(i − 2, nO(1)))).
(2) DTIME(O(exp(i − 2, nO(1)))) ⊆ HOi ⊆ DTIME(O(exp(i − 1, nO(1)))).
(3) DSPACE(O(exp(i − 2, nO(1)))) ⊆ HOi+1 ⊆ DSPACE(O(exp(i − 1, nO(1)))).
In what follows, for every i2, let us denote as ∃HOi the existential fragment ofHOi (i.e., the class ofHOi formulae
where the universal quantiﬁer is not allowed and where negation is allowed only in atoms), and as ∀HOi the universal
fragment of HOi (i.e., the class of HOi formulae where the existential quantiﬁer is not allowed and where negation is
allowed only in atoms).
Corollary 13 (Kuper and Vardi [15]). For every i2, the following holds:
(1) ∃HOi ⊂ ∃HOi+1.
(2) ∀HOi ⊂ ∀HOi+1.
4. A complete higher-order logic
Clearly, no higher-order logic can be complete. Even if we consider the union of higher-order logics of all natural
orders, i.e.,
⋃
i2 HOi , from Corollary 10 it clearly follows that we still do not get a complete logic. We next give a
simple counter example.
Let us consider the tower function, deﬁned as tow(n) = exp(n, 1). Certainly, it cannot belong to any complexity
class NTIME(exp(i, nc)), for any ﬁxed i. If we consider the proof of Theorem 5, it is easy to see that no relation of any
ﬁxed order is big enough to encode any possible computation of tow(n). So, we deﬁne next a logic which permits the
use of untyped relation variables, i.e., variables of variable order, by allowing quantiﬁcation over orders.
4.1. Syntax of variable order logic
We deﬁne variable order logic, which we denote asVO, as a two sorted higher-order logic in which relation variables
are untyped, i.e., variables have no associated order. Instead, an order is assigned to a given variable when the variable
is used in a formula, and this is done by means of a set of variables of a second sort, namely order variables. The second
sort is the subset of the natural numbers greater than 1. In VO, when the existential or the universal quantiﬁer is used to
declare an untyped relation variable it also associates an order variable with the quantiﬁed untyped relation variable.
The association remains ﬁxed in the scope of the quantiﬁed untyped relation variable. We use a built-in relation in VO,
∈, which allows as to talk about the structure of the tree which corresponds to any given relation of an arbitrary order.
That is, with ∈ we can say that a relation is a component in a tuple somewhere in the tree of a given relation, without
minding its actual depth in that tree.
We assume that all structures have the subset of the natural numbers greater than 1 as their secondary domain,
together with a built-in relation ˆ deﬁned on the secondary domain, which stands for the restriction of the usual total
order relation in the natural numbers, to the subset of the natural numbers greater than 1. As before, we assume that
all structures are of relational vocabularies, and for simplicity we do not allow constant symbols. If A is a structure of
some vocabulary , we denote the (primary) domain of A as dom(A), and the secondary domain of A, i.e., the subset
of the natural numbers greater than 1, as N2(A), or simply as N2.
In the alphabet ofVO, besides the usual logical and punctuation symbols, we have a countably inﬁnite set of individual
variables, and for every arity a countably inﬁnite set of untyped relation variables. We also have a countably inﬁnite
set of order variables or simply orders. We will use calligraphic letters like X and Y for (untyped) relation variables,
lower case letters like x and y for individual variables, and lower case letters like i and j for order variables.
Let  be a relational vocabulary. We deﬁne the set of atomic formulae on the vocabulary  as follows:
(1) IfR is a relation symbol inof arity r, for some r1, andx0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, thenR(x0, . . . , xr−1)
is an atomic formula.
(2) If x and y are individual variables, then x = y is an atomic formula.
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(3) If X is an untyped relation variable of arity r, for some r1, i is an order variable which is associated (see below)
with X , and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, then X i (x0, . . . , xr−1) is an atomic formula.
(4) If X is an untyped relation variable of arity r, for some r1, i is an order variable which is associated with X ,
Y0, . . . ,Yr−1 are untyped relation variables of arity r, and j0, . . . , jr−1 are order variables which are associated
with Y0, . . . ,Yr−1, respectively, then X i (Yj00 , . . . ,Y
jr−1
r−1 ) is an atomic formula.
(5) If X ,Y are untyped relation variables of the same arity, and i, j are order variables which are associated with
X ,Y , respectively,then X i = Yj is an atomic formula.
(6) If Y,X are untyped relation variables of the same arity, and j, i are order variables which are associated with
Y,X , respectively, then Yj ∈ X i is an atomic formula.
(7) If i, j are order variables, then i ˆj is an atomic formula.
(8) Nothing else is an atomic formula.
Note that, as before, we have used the relation symbol = also with pairs of untyped relation variables (see below in
Semantics).
We deﬁne the set of well-formed formulae as follows:
(1) An atomic formula is a well-formed formulae.
(2) If , are well-formed formulae, then the following are also well-formed formulae: (¬), ( ∧ ), ( ∨ ).
(3) If  is a well-formed formulae, and x is an individual variable, then the following are also well-formed formulae:
∃x(), ∀x().
(4) If  is a well-formed formulae, X is an untyped relation variable, and i is an order variable, then the following
are also well-formed formulae: ∃X i (), ∀X i (). We say that the order variable i is associated with the untyped
relation variable X in the formula ().
(5) If  is a well-formed formulae, and i is an order variable, then the following are also well-formed formulae: ∃i(),
∀i().
(6) Nothing else is a well-formed formula.
Note that an untyped relation variable must have an associated order variable to be used in an atomic formula. We
denote as X i the fact that the order variable i is associated with the untyped relation variable X .
The use of an untyped relation variable in a formula as a free variable is not permitted. The use of an order variable
in a formula as a free variable is not permitted either. Hence, the only variables which may appear as free variables in a
formula are the individual variables. As before, we impose these restrictions because we useVO to express computable
queries on relational databases. Again, letting an untyped relation variable with an associated order variable be free
in a formula would certainly make sense, but it would be out of the scope of the present work. The same is also true
regarding order variables.
4.2. Semantics of variable order logic
The semantics of VO formulae is rather straightforward. We must just have in mind that an untyped relation variable
with an order variable associated, ranges over relations of the corresponding arity and of each possible order, built on
the domain of the structure. And an order variable ranges over the subset of the natural numbers greater than 1.
Let  be a relational vocabulary. A valuation v on a -structure A, is a function which assigns:
• To each individual variable x, an element in dom(A).
• To each order variable i, a natural number in N2.
• To each untyped relation variable X of arity r with an associated order variable i, one relation of arity r for every
order on dom(A).
Note that a valuation assigns to each untyped relation variable a countably inﬁnite sequence of relations of the corre-
sponding arity, one relation for each order.
Let A be a -structure, and let v be a valuation on A. Next, we deﬁne inductively the notion of satisfaction
in VO:
(1) A, v R(x0, . . . , xr−1),
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where R is a relation symbol in  of arity r, for some r1, and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, iff the r-tuple
(v(x0), . . . , v(xr−1)) belongs to the (second-order) relation RA.
(2) A, v X i (x0, . . . , xr−1),
where X is an untyped relation variable of arity r, for some r1, i is an order variable which is associated with
X , and x0, . . . , xr−1 are individual variables, iff v(i) = 2 and the r-tuple (v(x0), . . . , v(xr−1)) belongs to the
second-order relation in v(X ).
(3) A, v X i (Yj00 , . . . ,Y
jr−1
r−1 ),
where X is an untyped relation variable of arity r, for some r1, i is an order variable which is associated with X ,
Y0, . . . ,Yr−1 are untyped relation variables of arity r, and j0, . . . , jr−1 are order variables which are associated
with Y0, . . . ,Yr−1, respectively, iff v(i)3, v(j0) = · · · = v(jr−1) = v(i) − 1, and the r-tuple formed with the
relations of order v(i)− 1 in v(Y0), . . . , v(Yr−1), respectively, belongs to the relation of order v(i) in v(X ). Note
that for each untyped relation variable X , with associated order variable i, among the countably inﬁnite sequence
of relations assigned to the variable X by the valuation v, we consider the one corresponding to the order given
by v(i).
(4) A, v Yj ∈ X i ,
where Y,X are untyped relation variables of the same arity r, for some r1, and j, i are order variables which
are associated with Y,X , respectively, iff
(a) either v(j) = v(i)− 1 and the relation of order v(j) in v(Y) is a component of a tuple in the relation of order
v(i) in v(X ),
(b) or v(j) < v(i) − 1 and the relation of order v(j) in v(Y) is a component of a tuple in a relation R of arity r
and of order v(j) + 1, and the following holds:
A, v′ Zk ∈ X i ,
where Z is an untyped relation variable of arity r, k is an order variable which is associated with Z , v′ is a
valuation which is {k,Z}-equivalent to v, v(j) = v′(k) − 1 and R is the relation of order v′(k) in v′(Z).
(5) A, v  x = y,
where x, y are individual variables, iff v(x) = v(y).
(6) A, v X i = Yj ,
whereX ,Y are untyped relation variables of arity r, for some r1, and i, j are order variables which are associated
with X ,Y , respectively, iff v(i) = v(j) and v(X ) = v(Y), i.e., v assigns to the two untyped relation variables the
same relation of order v(i) and of arity r on dom(A).
(7) A, v  i ˆj,
where i, j are order variables, iff v(i)ˆAv(j).
(8) A, v ¬,
where  is a well-formed formula, iff it is not the case that A, v .
(9) A, v  ∧ ,
where , are well-formed formulae, iff A, v  and A, v .
(10) A, v  ∨ ,
where , are well-formed formulae, iff either A, v  or A, v , or both hold.
(11) A, v  ∃x(),
where x is an individual variable and  is a well-formed formula, iff there is a valuation v′, which is x-equivalent
to v, such that A, v′ .
(12) A, v ∀x(),
where x is an individual variable and  is a well-formed formula, iff for every valuation v′, which is x-equivalent
to v, A, v′ .
(13) A, v  ∃X i (),
where X is an untyped relation variable, i is an order variable, and  is a well-formed formula, iff there is a
valuation v′, which is X -equivalent to v, such that A, v′ .
(14) A, v ∀X i (),
where X is an untyped relation variable, i is an order variable, and  is a well-formed formula, iff for every
valuation v′, which is X -equivalent to v, A, v′ .
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(15) A, v  ∃i(),
where i is an order variable and  is a well-formed formula, iff there is a valuation v′, which is i-equivalent to v,
such that A, v′ .
(16) A, v ∀i(),
where i is an order variable and  is a well-formed formula, iff for every valuation v′, which is i-equivalent to v,
A, v′ .
Informally, if R,S are higher-order relations, R ∈ S means that R is a non-leaf node in the tree of S.
4.3. Expressive power
As to the expressive power of VO, note that by using the relation ˆ we can express all natural numbers, so that
VO ⊇⋃i2 HOi . For instance, in the following formula, where=, =,<,> and  are the straightforward abbreviations
with the obvious meanings, X behaves in the scope of the subformula  as a fourth-order relation:
∃i∃j∀k(j ˆk ∧ ∃l(l > j ∧ l < i ∧ ∀k(k i ∨ k = j ∨ k = l)),
∧∃X i ()).
In [11] a version of CALCi,j (see Section 3.5) with untyped variables, denoted by CALC, was deﬁned. In that caculus
variables can range over values of arbitrary types, and hence also of arbitrary depths of nesting. It is shown there that
CALC ⊃ CQ and CALC ⊃ CALC∃, where CALC∃ is deﬁned as the existential fragment of CALC. No relation is
stated between CALC∃ and CQ though. We do not know the exact relation between CALC and our logic VO, since we
have in VO the built-in predicate ∈ which is not clear whether or not can be expressed in CALC. However, they are
certainly very similar, and it looks like CALC would roughly correspond to VO, as to expressive power, and CALC∃
would roughly correspond to the existential fragment of VO. Note that this is not what we deﬁne later in Deﬁnition 16
as VOb∃.
Regarding type quantiﬁcation, note that quantifying over order in VO would be roughly equivalent to quantifying
over types. Suppose we add to the calculus CALC, mentioned above, quantiﬁcation over types (of the form ∃ and
∀). Then, for a given valuation, the type assigned by that valuation to the type variable  will have certain nesting
depth, which we can regard as our order in VO (as in ∃i and ∀i). So it looks like, on ﬁnite models, we get roughly
the same expressive power with both kinds of quantiﬁcation.
Theorem 14. VO ⊇ CQ, i.e., every computable query can be expressed by a formula in VO.
Proof (Sketch). Given a Turing machine which computes a query in CQ, as in the proof of Theorem 5, we can build
a formula which says that there is a machine M with the transition function of the given machine, such that for every
structure A of the corresponding signature, there is an accepting computationCM of some length ofM on input A. The
computation can be of any length, as well as the encoding of each ID. So, we existentially quantify an order variable
i, and then we associate i to an untyped relation variable X , which can hold (in the leaves of its corresponding tree)
the encoding of the computation. By the semantics of VO, the order of X , i.e., the value of i, can be arbitrarily big, so
that the length of the computation (number of leaves in its tree) will not be bounded by any integer. For us to be able to
talk about the encoding of the computation, we need to deﬁne a total order in the leaves of the tree of X . For that sake,
we ﬁrst existentially quantify a total order in dom(A). We use that order to deﬁne a total order on the set of tuples of
dom(A) (for every arity which we need), and we encode each second order relation, say of arity r, with a binary string
of length nr as usual (see [13], among others), which we can encode in the right most r-subtuples of a second-order
relation of arity 2r . We can then use those binary strings to deﬁne a total order in the set of second-order relations, and
so on. In that way we can deﬁne, for every arity which we need, a total order in the set of all r-tuples of relations for
every order. By using those total orders and the built-in relation ∈, we can deﬁne a total order in the set of leaves of
the tree of X (we may do that following a symmetric or inorder traversal of the tree, ignoring the non-leaf nodes). The
formula is then built in a rather standard way. 
A straightforward conclusion is that VO can express even non-recursive queries, like the Halting problem for Turing
machines. If we encode a Turing machine together with an input in a structure, then the given machine will halt on that
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input iff there is a computation either accepting or rejecting that input. And this can be expressed with a VO formula
as in the previous theorem.
Corollary 15. VO ⊃ CQ, i.e., formulae in VO logic can express non-recursive queries.
We deﬁne next a fragment of VO which will allow us to give a precise characterization of CQ.
Deﬁnition 16. We denote as VOb∀ the fragment of VO of the formulae where the universal quantiﬁcation of order
variables is bounded, and where the existential quantiﬁcation of order variables cannot appear in the scope of an odd
number of negation symbols. That is, we allow universal quantiﬁcation of order variables only of the form ∀ij (),
where i, j are order variables.
In a similar way, we denote as VOb∃ the fragment of VO of the formulae where the existential quantiﬁcation of order
variables is bounded, and where the universal quantiﬁcation of order variables cannot appear in the scope of an odd
number of negation symbols. That is, we allow existential quantiﬁcation of order variables only of the form ∃ij (),
where i, j are order variables.
Recall that a set is r.e. (i.e., recursively ennumerable) iff there is a Turing machine which never halts, and which
builds in its output tape an ennumeration of the strings in the set (see [4]). Let  be a schema, a Boolean r.e. query of
schema , is a total r.e. function q:B → {0, 1} which preserves isomorphisms. We denote the class of recursively
ennumerable, or r.e. queries of schema  as reQ, and reQ =⋃ reQ.
Theorem 17. VOb∀ = reQ.
Proof. (a) ⇐: Let q be a Boolean r.e. query of some schema . Then, there is a non-terminating Turing machine
M which writes in its output tape an ennumeration of all the databases I ∈ B, such that q(I ) = 1. We can build
a sentence in VO which roughly says there is an order variable i and there is an untyped relation variable X with
associated order variable i, such that X encodes in its leaves a partial computation of the Turing machine M where
in the last ID there is an encoding of the input database. That is, if we encode the ID’s incrementally as in the proof of
Theorem 5, there is a subsequence of ID’s in the computation, such that the string formed with the symbols written in
the output tape in all those ID’s encode the input database, and the symbol corresponding to the output tape in the last
ID of the subsequence is the last symbol of an encoding of the input database. Clearly, for that formula we do not need
unbounded universal quantiﬁcation of order variables, whilst we do need unbounded existential quantiﬁcation, since
we cannot bound the length of the partial computation of M. Hence, the formula belongs to the fragment VOb∀.
(b) ⇒: Let  be a sentence of signature  in the fragment VOb∀. We can then build a non-terminating Turing
machine M which writes in its output tape an ennumeration of all the databases I ∈ B, such that I . M builds
in its work tape a sequence with an encoding for all databases of schema , of any size, in increasing order of their
sizes. At the same time,  evaluates  on an initial subsequence of the sequence of databases built so far in the work
tape, “one step at a time”. By that we mean a strategy, which follows a standard technique in computability theory
(see [4]), and which consists in generating a sequence of valuations on all the order variables of , and simultaneously
in evaluating  with those valuations, on growing initial subsequences of databases. We illustrate it with an example.
Let i1, i2, i3, i4 be the sequence of order variables which are existentially quantiﬁed in , and let I1, I2, I3, . . . be
the (countably inﬁnite) sequence of databases built by M in its work tape, in increasing order of their sizes. We ﬁrst
consider the values (2, 2, 2, 2) for the order variables i1, i2, i3, i4, respectively, and build all valuations for with those
values for those order variables. We build all those valuations taking all possible values for the other variables, which
are bounded by the order variables (i.e., untyped relation variables and bounded universally quantiﬁed order variables).
With the ﬁrst valuation thus deﬁned, we evaluate  on I1, with the second valuation we evaluate  on I1, and on I2,
with the third valuation we evaluate  on I1, I2, and I3, and so on. Once we used all valuations built with the values
2, 2, 2, 2 for the order variables i1, i2, i3, i4, respectively, we change those values, increasing them in an ordered way,
and then we proceed to generate all possible valuations with those new values for the order variables i1, i2, i3, i4. The
next set of values is (2, 2, 2, 3). And we continue to do so, the next sequences of values being (2, 2, 3, 2), (2, 2, 3, 3),
(2, 3, 2, 2), (2, 3, 2, 3), etc. Whenever we get a value true when evaluating  on a given database in the sequence in
the work tape, we write that database in the output tape, and we delete it from the sequence of the work tape. In this
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way, we can be sure that if the formula is true on any valuation, on a given database, that database will appear in the
output sequence after ﬁnitely many computation steps of M. 
Note that a formula  is in the fragment VOb∀ iff its negation ¬ is in the fragment VOb∃, and viceversa.
Let us denote by (VOb∀ ∩ VOb∃) the class of queries which are expressible by a formula in VOb∀, and also by a
formula in VOb∃. Note that a query q is in (VOb∀ ∩ VOb∃) iff its complement q¯ is also in (VOb∀ ∩ VOb∃).
Finally, recall that a set is recursive iff both the set and its complement are r.e. (see [4]).
Then, the following is straightforward.
Theorem 18. CQ = (VOb∀ ∩ VOb∃).
Proof. (a) ⇐: Let q be a Boolean query which is expressed by a formula  in VOb∀. Then the complement q¯ is
expressible by the formula ¬, which is in VOb∃. By Theorem 17 q is a Boolean r.e. query, and hence q¯ is a Boolean
co-r.e. query. But if q ∈ (VOb∀ ∩ VOb∃), then by the observation above there is also a formula in VOb∀ which is
equivalent to ¬, and hence which also expresses q¯. Then, as q¯ is also a Boolean r.e. query, it follows that q is a
Boolean computable (i.e., recursive) query.
(b) ⇒: Let q be a Boolean query in CQ. As it is recursive, then both q and its complement q¯ are Boolean r.e. queries,
and hence expressible by formulae q and q¯ , respectively, which are in VOb∀. q is also expressible by the negation of
q¯ , ¬q¯ , which is a formula in VOb∃, by the observation above. Hence, q ∈ (VOb∀ ∩ VOb∃). 
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